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culture, build teacher morale,
and ultimately, boost student
learning
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Education researchers have been saying it for 
years: to meet the demands of the 21st century 
workforce, we need to transform our vision of 
K–12 education. Employers are already clamoring 
for the kinds of skills emphasized in new College 
and Career Readiness Standards: deep analysis, 
creative problem solving, and the ability to 
work productively in flexible teams. Teachers 
and school leaders are still struggling to see this 
transformational vision of instruction realized in 
every classroom. 

It’s not for lack of will. Rigorous standards have 
been an excellent step towards 21st century, new-
economy learning. Teachers and administrators 
need effective tools and training to help them 
move the rest of the way. What does rigor actually 

look like in a classroom? Will we know it when 
we see it? Do well-intentioned teachers get the 
coaching they need to succeed? How do we get 
students on board with these innovative ways of 
thinking and learning? 

School leaders are tasked with a major 
responsibility: they must now help teachers 
identify and plan for the level of instruction 
students need to demonstrate evidence that they 
have met rigorous standards. Teachers, too, should 
be working toward rigor consistently, in every 
lesson and in every classroom. In short, rigorous 
education requires a steep learning curve for 
all stakeholders—principals, coaches, teachers, 
students, and parents. 

To succeed, educators must first have a clear vision 
of what we mean when we talk about rigor, and 
what rigorous instruction looks like. Although rigor 
has been variously explained, our definition of rigor 
is the intersection between cognitive complexity 
(the level of thinking) and student autonomy (the 
level at which students can learn independently 
or with peers). Teachers become facilitators in the 
learning process, but ultimately, students drive 
their own learning. 

Implement 21st century teaching and 
learning in every classroom with LSI’s RigorWalk.
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Are you ready for RigorWalk?

But what does “rigor” mean?”

Our definition of rigor is 
the intersection between 
cognitive complexity and 
student autonomy.



Are Your Classrooms Rigorous?

To expand on that a bit, the “Glossary of Education 
Reform” offers an important clarification in 
any discussion of rigor. Rigor should not be 
misunderstood as merely difficult content: 

While some educators may equate rigor with 
difficulty, many educators would argue that 
academically rigorous learning experiences 
should be sufficiently and appropriately 
challenging for individual students or groups of 
students, not simply difficult. Advocates contend 
that appropriately rigorous learning experiences 
motivate students to learn more and learn it more 
deeply, while also giving them a sense of personal 
accomplishment when they overcome a learning 
challenge—whereas lessons that are simply “hard”  
will more likely lead to disengagement, frustration, 
and discouragement. 
(http://edglossary.org/rigor/)

In our consultations with school leaders, the 
refrain we hear most often is that, while principals 
often believe their classrooms are rigorous, test 
scores don’t bear that assessment out. Leaders 
are still struggling with low or average student 
achievement, in spite of new standards. School 
leaders struggle, as well, to determine which part 
of the system is the root cause for stubbornly 
average test performance. Is it the curriculum?  
The pedagogy? Home culture? Or some other 
factor? And how can a school leader address a 
problem he or she has not yet identified? 

At LSI, we developed the RigorWalk protocol 
to address precisely these issues. RigorWalk 
provides school leaders with an objective, 
third-party assessment of the level of rigor 
in classrooms, pinpointing root causes, and 
helping leaders develop an action plan to raise 
the level of rigor across the school, in every 
classroom, with every teacher. 

LSI’s RigorWalk has resulted in improved student 
outcomes in some of the lowest-performing 
schools in urban and rural districts. 

RigorWalk works by emphasizing five key points  
of focus:

1. Ascertain and improve the ability of the principal   
    as an instructional leader

2. Identify and remove barriers to creating rigorous 
    classrooms and subgroup achievement

3. Improve overall student achievement

4. Provide an objective third-party perspective

5. Establish a baseline for trend analysis
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LSI’s RigorWalk has improved 
student outcomes in some 
of the lowest-performing schools 
in urban and rural districts. 



Case in Point:  
A Struggling District’s Results
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In the 2015-2016 school year, LSI partnered with 
a large school district to implement RigorWalk in 
10 historically struggling schools in a rural, high- 
poverty area. LSI conducted an initial RigorWalk to 
determine each school’s baseline. 

From the results of the baseline RigorWalks, the 
school district and LSI collaborated on designing 
and implementing the appropriate levels of 
professional development and coaching required 
to raise the level of rigor in classrooms and bring 
about student achievement gains across the 
area within one year of the project. LSI provided 
executive-level data analysis and coaching for 
district teams overseeing these efforts. Three 
additional RigorWalks were conducted in 
each school that year to analyze results of the 
implementation. 

After a single year of RigorWalk, these schools 
saw impressive jumps in their school letter grades. 
But that was not all. The schools also realized 
significant gains in the state value-added measures 
(VAM). 

Descriptive Results

• 70% of schools increased their school letter 
grades 

• 4 treatment schools increased 2 letter grades 

• 3 schools increased 1 letter grade

• 3 schools received the same letter grade.  

• Of those three schools, 2 high schools 
maintained their “C” grade while 45% of non-
treatment high schools in the district dropped 
one letter grade.

Growth on RigorWalk
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Palm Beach County School Name FY 14 Grade FY 15 Grade FY 16 Grade Change

Priority
MS1 (Year 2 district-managed TOP) F F C

ES (Year 2 district-managed TOP) F D C

Focus DD
ES (Year 2 TOP planning) D F C

ES (Year 2 TOP planning) D F C

MS/HS D C C

Focus D
ES (Year 1 TOP planning) D D C

HS D C C

Schools of Concern
ES C D C

ES C D B
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Table B: Palm Beach Public Schools, change in school grades 2014-2016
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Beta = .956

School 1: Growth on RigorWalk Over Time
Year-to-Year Comparison
• Teachers at treatment schools performed 

significantly better (.176 standard deviations 
above the state mean) than they had the prior 
year 

• This held true across subject areas
• .117 combined VAM, .112 ELA, and .127 math 

Quasi-Experimental Design Results
• Propensity score modeling was used to create 

a control group, and the study found that, 
after one year, teachers who had received the 
treatment had a significantly higher VAM score 
(.199 on average) than teachers who had not

Other schools implementing RigorWalk in Kingsley, 
Michigan; Des Moines, Iowa; Muscogee, Georgia; 
and Kansas City, Kansas are engaged in similar work. 
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To learn more about how RigorWalk improves 
whole-school outcomes call us at 877.411.7114 

or visit us at learningsciences.com
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“What I thought was occurring in the building clearly 
wasn’t. After visiting 26 classrooms, it was clear that 
we weren’t expecting or allowing for much rigor from 
our students. 

By the end of the year, when we went on RigorWalks, 
there was a significant improvement in the overall 
rigor observed in the building. This has occurred 
through both increasing the teaching staff ’s 
understanding of rigor and adjusting our practice to 
plan for it. I am a chemistry and math guy. The proof 
is in the pudding, so to speak. I am not one to focus 
on a holistic ‘how do we feel about this’ endeavor. 

I can show you the change in our demonstrated 
student achievement as a result of this process. 
If you’re not one for standardized testing, I can 
show you the increase in rigor that has occurred 
in the building. Our students are engaging in more 
autonomous cognitively complex tasks in every 
classroom.”

–Keith Smith, Kingsley MI Area Schools 
Superintendent

Kinsley Case Study link:
 
https://www.learningsciences.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Kingsley-Case-Study-2016.pdf
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